COME TO ROOM 315 AT 12:30 TODAY!

FIGHT DEAN SKENE'S ATTACK ON FREEDOM OF THE C.C.N.Y. PRESS!

Dean Skene, long notorious as the most reactionary of President Robinson's henchmen, has committed another grave assault on civil liberties at CCNY. Only a few days ago he vetoed the request of over a hundred students in his School of Technology for a society to discuss social problems and to invite speakers on controversial topics. Also he banned the sale of the official college paper in the Tech School admittedly for the sole reason that he disagrees with what it says.

YESTERDAY HE THREATENED A CAMPUS MAN WITH DISMISSAL FOR SELLING THE CAMPUS AT THE PUBLICATIONS TABLE IN THE TECH BUILDING HALL !! ! !

The Young Peoples Socialist League disagrees with the Campus policy, for while it fights against militarism and repression it fails to point out that these things are inseparably bound up with capitalism and our bogus-democratic government, and can only be ended by overthrowing that government. But while disagreeing with the Campus in many respects, we will fight to the finish for its right to print what it pleases.

DEAN SKENE TREATS TECH STUDENTS LIKE "SECOND-CLASS CITIZENS." LIKE HITLER AND MUSSOLINI HE WANTS ONLY HIS OWN OPINIONS PUBLICISED.

Dean Skene's order is unconstitutional and therefore invalid, because it abridges the freedom of the press. According to a report of a student Council Committee on the order, "if this is allowed to stand it will establish a precedent for the suppression of any opinion disapproved by the administration."

THE YOUNG PEOPLES SOCIALIST LEAGUE CALLS UPON ALL ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS TO MAKE KNOWN THEIR OPPOSITION. FLOOD DEAN SKENE, PRESIDENT ROBINSON AND THE FACULTY WITH PROTESTS AND CRITICISM ! ! !

Come to the American Student Union Meeting at 12:30 Today in Room 315 to Hear the Latest News from the Battle-Front of Civil Liberties. Get your Club to adjourn early so that all its members may come too. Learn how CCNY Students will defeat Skene's terror in the Tech School.

THE YOUNG PEOPLES SOCIALIST LEAGUE
City College Main Day Circle
(Mail address: 21 East 17 Street)